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ABSTRACT 
 

Mobile ad hoc networks (MANETs) is a kind of wireless network which can be deployed anywhere, 
anytime. Its applications extend its wings to larger extent and there exists a vast research scope for ensuring 
Quality of Service (QoS). In this research work, an Enhanced (Medium Access Control) MAC with Delay 
Aware Multipath Routing (EMAC – DAMR) Mechanism for Quality of Service in MANETs has been 
proposed. Certain enhancements are made with the conventional MAC in terms of remaining time, packet 
transmission delay and usage of Erlang factor. Simulations are conducted using NS3, and the performance 
metrics such as throughput, packet delivery ratio, delay, overhead and packets drop are taken into account 
for analysing the performance of the EMAC-DAMR. EMAC-DAMR has been compared with existing 
routing solutions and the results significantly prove that EMAC-DAMR attains better throughput and 
packet delivery ratio. Also, EMAC-DAMR reduces the packet delay, number of packets drop and overhead 
packets. 

Keywords: MANET, Wireless Link, Throughput, Packet Delay, MAC. 

1. INTRODUCTION  
 
Mobile Ad hoc Networks (MANETs) are an 
ordinary remote networks involve mobile hubs of 
differing portability where a foundation of base 
stations isn't exist. Every mobile hub in MANETs 
acts as a basic hub as well as a switch and 
subsequently multi-jump networks. The some 
particular issues and conceivable uses of MANETs 
have made this an exceptionally prominent research 
zone, and a ton of routing instruments have been 
proposed. Scientists traditionally arrange these 
components as either proactive or reactive one. In 
absolutely proactive conventions, hubs endeavor to 
keep up courses to every other hub constantly. This 
implies they monitor all topology changes 
proactively. This can wind up troublesome if there 
are a great deal of hubs with bigger versatility rate. 

In reactive conventions, hubs just accumulate 
routing data on request i.e way being built just 
when hubs have information for a specific goal. 
These sorts of components enormously diminish 
the routing overhead, however experience the ill 
effects of variety in execution since they are never 
arranged for troublesome occasions.  Quality of 
Service (QoS) is described as the performance 
amount of a task which the wired / wireless 
network offers. The reason of offering better QoS is 
to accomplish a complete wired / wireless network 
performance, that results the information approved 
by a network is capable enough to bring in an 
improved way and network assets can be utilized 
adeptly. To hold up QoS, the parameters such as 
cost, jitter, minimum bandwidth, maximum delay, 
and maximum packet loss rate should be available 
and manageable. 
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 Quality of service in mobile ad hoc networks 
is intended to give continuous services over a 
remote connection. A portion of the services 
request continuous media correspondence and 
unbendable bandwidth necessities because of their 
differed service qualities. In this way, there is a 
necessity for plan and advancement of productive 
bandwidth assignment instruments to accomplish 
quality of service and address the above difficulties. 
To adapt up to the present prerequisites; remote 
mobile ad hoc networks are relied upon to help 
interactive media services, for example, 
transmission of sound, video, content, illustrations, 
movement, pictures, and so forth. These services 
make a decent interest for bandwidth on the remote 
networks as clients needs to send various types of 
information as voice, video and so on.. 
Consequently, there is a requirement for ensure the 
ideal quality of service by giving adequate 
bandwidth, accomplishing low delay, better 
throughput and packet conveyance proportion, and 
less overhead and packets drop. A sample sketch of 
MANET is presented in Fig.1. 

The QoS routing protocols will certainly 
elevate the performance of the wireless network, in 
particularly mobile ad hoc networks. In other words 
it can be said that, routing protocols obtains a route 
to target as well as it computes the QoS. The 
accumulation of QoS parameters is the first step in 
a QoS routing protocol. With the help of these QoS 
parameters a loop free path is determined. Delay, 
throughput, jitter, packet loss rate, bit error rate, 
packet delivery ratio and path loss are the 
parameters that are used for QoS routing. If a valid 
path from one host to another is detected by 
meeting the QoS requirements of desired services, 
then only it accepts a new connection request, or 
else the connection request is discarded. QoS 
parameters that have been used for a particular 
routing is defined based on the application used and 
the underlying network have to meet it. For 
example, in an application where bandwidth is the 
QoS parameter, then routing protocol  utilizes link 
to select a path with necessary bandwidth. 

1.1. Features of MANETs 

Network topology: In ad hoc wireless network, 
nodes are mobile most of the time, which leads to 
active changes in the network topology which in 

turn leads to frequent path or a link breaks thereby 
requiring alternate or new path. 

Imprecise state information: Due to dynamically 
varying network topology state information that has 
been transmitted from one node to the other may 
become imprecise and out of date which leads to a 
wrong routing decision. 

Lack of central administration: In ad hoc network 
basically there does not exist any base station 
unlike cellular network thus makes difficult to 
provide Quality of Services. 

Hidden terminal problem: In hidden terminal 
problem, when two or more sources which are not 
aware of each other tries to transmit to the common 
destination, then a collision occurs due to which 
retransmission of packets has to be done which 
makes complex to provide QoS hold in an ad hoc 
wireless network. 

Lack of secure medium: Communication via 
wireless media is extremely timid due to the way 
messages are broadcast. Security is a very 
necessary concern in ad hoc wireless networks, 
mostly for military applications. It is very 
complicated to provide protected transmission 
without any efficient secure mechanism. 

1.2. QoS Models 

Integrated services (Int-Serv): It is a fine-
grained approach that provides the expected 
behaviour of the network for applications. It 
provides various services like to grant service, 
controlled load service and best effort service that 
contain multiple QoS requirements. It is 
implemented by using the Resource Reservation 
protocol (RSVP. This model is not flexible for 
internet but is flexible for small sized ad hoc 
wireless network. 

Differentiated services (Diff-Serv): It is a coarse-
grained approach which gives various levels of 
service that satisfies inconsistent QoS requirements. 
This model is developed with the intention to 
overcome the trouble faced by the Int-Serv model. 
Flows are amalgamated into a confined numeral job 
classes where each flow is associated to one of the 
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Diff-Serv classes of jobs. This solves the scalability 
problem faced by the Int-Serv model. 

1.3. QoS Resource Reservation 

QoS resource reservation is a significant 
mechanism of any QoS framework. It is 
categorized into two types: 

1) Hard state resource reservation scheme: In this 
scheme, throughout the QoS session resources is 
kept at all the intermediary nodes until the source 
received an acknowledgement from the required 
destination which in turn wastes much time and 
resources and further leads to additional control 
overhead in case of a path or link break or failure. 

2) Soft state resource reservation: In order to 
overcome the difficulty faced by hard state resource 
reservation scheme, soft state resource reservation 
scheme is used, where resources are reserved for a 
small interval of time i.e. a timer is activated and 
will be updated in a permanent manner. 

 Fig.1. Sketch of MANET 

2. RELATED WORKS 

In the different channel networks, by allowing the 
various transmission on moving nodes upon its 
normal transmission extend, will enhance powerful 
usage of accessible data transfer capacity [1]. At the 
point when the few channels are utilized, the 
mobile nodes ought to do transmission and 
gathering simultaneously to reduce the transmission 
delay and for boosting the throughput. So in 
sensible networks, every one of the channels is 
utilized to make best utilization of throughput. 
Further, to limit the cost, a best-exertion 
transmission which is barged in nature with least 
data transfer capacity and postpones necessities is 

utilized. With a specific end goal to improve the 
framework execution, nature of administration is 
compulsory [2, 3]. Leonardi et al. [5] proposed a 
QoS adaptable engineering which grows the 
adaptability in unconstrained mobile networks. In 
the versatile engineering, the vast majority of the 
work is performed by the source nodes and the 
center nodes are restricted to finish the little 
measure of work without considering the 
motivation behind information which is identified 
with the status.  

This model is an augmentation of the 
LANMAR [4] routing protocol that performs 
skilfully within the sight of thousands of nodes in a 
broad mobile system circumstance. To enhance the 
mobile system execution, it uses a mobile spine 
structure. What's more, Yu and Malvankar, PARIS 
[6] proposed way based QoS routing (PBQ) 
protocol for estimation of connection quality and 
forecast of versatility design. The fundamental 
point of PBQ is to offer fair and solid transmission 
connect with the vitality potential by figuring the 
vitality usage. Further, PBQ works for decreasing 
the breakage in the way to diminish the 
correspondence overhead in retransmission to an 
incredible level. Moreover, to give solid routing it 
enhances the lifetime of the centers by methods for 
limiting point to point defer in the transmission. 
Also, Sichitiu and Jun [7] inquired about the critical 
reasonableness issue of QoS that ordinarily exists 
together in all remote multi-bounce useful 
frameworks. To take care of critical reasonableness 
issue of QoS in a system, distinctive system layer 
arrangements are proposed. It moreover helps in 
upgrading the decency file which relates to the total 
asset speculation of the framework. They 
additionally showed that legitimate utilization of 
existing transfer speed which is actualized on 
arrange layer enhances the decency of the 
framework. They additionally confirm that MAC 
layer is proficient in remaking the framework 
viably by giving decency in the system layer. DLite 
calculation which gives separated administrations 
to the remote extemporary system is examined by 
Gerharz et al. [8].  

The Fair lining plan is joined with a Dlite 
calculation to permit distinctive line properties that 
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related with various administration should have 
been given. The middle of the road nodes or a 
switch gives diverse assortments of administrations 
to delays in bundles. It additionally gives great 
surroundings to the sight and sound adaptive 
administrations. To improve QoS in a foundation 
less unconstrained system, Congestion Routing 
Protocol (CRP) was proposed by Raghavendra and 
Tran [9]. On contrasting this CRP and ordinary 
routing protocols, CRP is better flexible with 
congestion condition. CRP is profoundly 
customizable in the high activity circumstance 
when contrasted and QoS routing protocol display 
in the review. On account of proactive property, 
keeping away from movement in the remote system 
makes this CRP generally capable. By giving a 
sidestep way, CRP's proactive technique limits 
bundle overhead to an extraordinary level. Further, 
to enhance high asset uses, Xue et al. [10] proposed 
another protocol ASAP (Adaptive Qos Protocol). 

 It acquaints two flag messages with 
diminish the squandered reservation and for giving 
fast and compelling QoS bolster by keeping 
adjustment adaptability. Narasimhan and Baboo 
explored a productive Congestion Routing Protocol 
[11]. In this protocol the execution metric like 
lining delay, information rate, lingering vitality and 
overhead are joined for taking care of the issues in 
congestion stage. This strategy is extremely viable 
in light of the fact that the joined metric are used to 
evacuate the befuddled connection because of the 
disappointment of a connection. 

C. Perkins and E. Royer have proposed an Ad Hoc 
OnDemand Distance Vector (AODV) routing 
protocol. AODV is one of the most widely used on-
demand routing protocols [15], [16] in MANET. In 
AODV, a source host broadcasts a route request 
(RREQ) packet when it needs a route to a specific 
host Each host that receives the RREQ packet 
checks whether it is the destination, if it is the 
destination, then it sends a route reply (RREP) 
packet; otherwise it rebroadcasts the RREQ packet 
The intermediate hosts forward the RREP packet to 
the source according to their own routing tables. In 
AODV the established route has no knowledge 
about the network status. H. XIAO, Winston K.G. 
SEAH, Anthony LO and Kee Chiang CHU A have 

proposed the FQMM as the first QoS model for 
MANET which is a hybrid of both Integrated 
Service and Differentiated Services architectures. 
Salient features of FQMM include: adaptive 
conditioning, dynamic roles of nodes and hybrid 
provisioning [17]. P. K. Suri, M.K. Soni and P. 
Tomar have proposed the Cluster based QoS 
routing (CBQR) [18]. It is a table driven routing 
protocol that provides support for bandwidth 
efficiency and deals with the bandwidth 
requirement over the wireless network, takes care 
regarding the stale routes, storage overheads and 
limited battery power. 

Moh. Sangman in [19] proposed link quality 
routing protocol for MANET. It finds a reliable 
path with strong link between source and 
destination node for robust delivery and high 
performance. Leung Roy in [20] present a routing 
protocol called MP-DSR (multi-path Dynamic 
Source Routing protocol). It improves QoS 
constraints with respect to end-end reliability. The 
reliability is calculated as the multiplication of link 
availability of all links along the path between the 
source node to destination node. However, there is 
more probability that the path, having more 
reliability, requires more delay to transfer the data 
than a less reliable path. Ye. Zhenqiang in [21] 
proposed Ad Hoc on-demand Distance Vector 
multi-path routing protocol (AODVM). It finds 
multiple node disjoint paths between source to 
destination node. It introduces the Rnodes, which 
are rich in resources, for improving the 
transmission reliability between the source and 
destination node. 

3. PROPOSED WORK 

The proposed EMAC – DAMRmechanism 
integrates the control wireless link establishment 
and wireless link contention in multi-wireless link 
mobile ad hoc networks. The EMAC – 
DAMRmechanism has five functionalities. The 
mechanism begins with the wireless link 
recognizingprocedure to collect the environmental 
factors (noise etc). Then verdictprocedure is carried 
out in order tosort the wireless links based on 
availability and occupancy rate.Theseobtained 
information / data are auxiliaryexploited by 
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engagement process for control wireless link 
establishment.  

Upon successful engagement, thereceiver selects 
the three wireless links for on-going 
communication: (i)data wireless link (DWL) for 
data transmission (ii) backup wireless link (BWL) 
tominimise service interruption in case PU re-
appearance on servingdata wireless link and (iii) 
engagement wireless link (EWL) to maintain or 
reestablishedrendezvous. During the above said 
method, priority alwaysgoes to licensed wireless 
link first then unlicensed wireless link assumingthat 
unlicensed wireless link is mostly overcrowded 
(Algorithm 1). 

Algorithm 1 Available wireless linkincline with 
proactive wireless link prediction.
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It is significant to note that for successful 
rendezvous, wireless link disputation is equally 
critical as wireless link hopping sequence design.A 
wireless link hopping sequence cannot guarantee 
the rendezvous if multiple users attempt to achieve 
rendezvous on the same wireless link.Hence, to 
achieve rendezvous, the ad hoc node in the 
MANET hops onto wireless links according to 
wireless link hopping sequence and send an 
request-to-send RTS packet tothe receiver. If the 
receiver is on the same wireless link and 
successfullyreceived the RTS, a clear-to-send CTS 
will be replied. The enhancement in MAC is carried 
out as follows. 

1. Before each transmission, the wireless node in 
the MANET will evaluate the remainingtime of the 

transmission session  RT . 

2. If ;packetR TT   packet transmission will take 

place. Provided that

ACKDATACTSSIFSRTSpacket TTTTTT  3

3. If ;packetR TT   defer the packet transmission 

till the next slot isunoccupied. 

After that, the wireless link allotment and re-
allotment in availability scheme is designed with 
Time Continuous Markov Chain (TCMC), where 
present assignment and reassignment of a wireless 
link does not depend upon the past or previous 
assignment and reassignment of that wireless link 
due to its memory less property [12]. QoS 
adaptation metric called the wireless link constant 

state possibility factor   xWLCSPF  is calculated 

by availability scheme and it is given by Eq. (1)  
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where ‘ x ’ and ‘ y ’ represents the number of 

accessible wireless links and user requests for the 
accessible wireless links of the network.Blocking 

probability  xbP  is computed using performance 

scheme. It measures the user request rejection rate 
caused by the inaccessibility of wireless links. This 
blocking probability is given by Erlang Factor in 
Eq. (3). 
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where ‘ xT  ’, represents the traffic strength assigned 

to every wireless link based on the user requests. 
This scheme is also used to derive a scheduling 
probability that improves the capability of a node 
and delivering the packet within QoS requirements 
to the destination. 

4. SIMULATION SETTINGS AND 
PERFORMANCE METRICS 

Table – 1. Simulation Settings 

Parameters Values 
Simulation area 1500 X 1500 m 
Mobile nodes 100 
Mobility model Random way-point 
Node placement Random 
Propagation type Two – ray ground 
Transferal power 20 dbm 
MAC procedure 802.11 
Data Rate 128 Kbps, 256 Kbps 

and 512 Kbps 
Pause time 10 s 
Minimum velocity of 
node 

10 m/sec 

Simulation time 100 s 
 

Performance Metrics 

 Packet delivery ratio 
 Throughput 
 Packets drop 
 Overhead packets (and) 
 Delay 

 
5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

Table 2 shows the performance of the 
EMAC-DAMR in terms of packet delivery ratio 
with varying data rate between 128kbps to 512 
kbps. When compared with the existing protocols 
namely PA-AOMDV [13] and CSOAODV [14], 
the packet delivery ratio has been perked up to 12% 
when compared with PA-AOMDV and 8 % when 
compared with CSOAODV.  

The performance analysis in terms of 
packet delivery ratio with varying 128kbps, 256 
kbps and 512 kbps are presented in Fig.2, Fig.3 and 
Fig. 4 respectively. Hence it is inferred that the 

proposed EMAC-DAMR obtains better packet 
delivery ratio. 

Table 2. Packet Delivery Ratio of the Protocols with 
varying Data Rate 

Table 3 portrays the performance of the 
EMAC-DAMR in terms of throughput with varying 
data rate between 128kbps to 512 kbps and it haas 
been compared with the existing protocols namely 
PA-AOMDV [13] and CSOAODV [14]. The 
throughput has been improved up to 13% when 

compared with PA-AOMDV and 9 % when 
compared with CSOAODV. The performance 
analysis in terms of throughput with varying 
128kbps, 256 kbps and 512 kbps are presented in 
Fig.5, Fig.6 and Fig. 7 respectively. Hence it is 
inferred that the proposed EMAC-DAMR obtains 
improved throughput. 

Fig. 2. Packet Delivery Ratio with Data Rate of 128 kbps 
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Fig. 3. Packet Delivery Ratio with Data Rate of 256 kbps 

Table 4displays the performance of the EMAC-
DAMR in terms of packet drop with varying data 
rate between 128kbps to 512 kbps and it haas been 
compared with the existing protocols namely PA-
AOMDV [13] and CSOAODV [14]. The packet 
drop has been lessened up to 14% when compared 
with PA-AOMDV and 10 % when compared with 
CSOAODV. The performance analysis in terms of 
packets drop with varying 128kbps, 256 kbps and 
512 kbps are presented in Fig.8, Fig.9 and Fig. 10 
respectively. Hence it is inferred that the proposed 
EMAC-DAMR obtains decreased packets drop. 

Table 5 portrays the performance of the EMAC-
DAMR in terms of packets overhead with varying 
data rate between 128kbps to 512 kbps and it haas 
been compared with the existing protocols namely 
PA-AOMDV [13] and CSOAODV [14]. The 
packets overhead has been reduced upto 10% when 
compared with PA-AOMDV and 8 % when 
compared with CSOAODV. The performance 
analysis in terms of packets overhead with varying 
128kbps, 256 kbps and 512 kbps are presented in 
Fig.11, Fig.12 and Fig. 13 respectively. Hence it is 
inferred that the proposed EMAC-DAMR reduces 
the packets overhead. 

 Fig. 4. Packet Delivery Ratio with Data Rate of 512 kbps 

 

Fig. 5.Throughput with Data Rate of 128 kbps 

Table 6shows the performance of the EMAC-
DAMR in terms of packets delay with varying data 
rate between 128kbps to 512 kbps and it haas been 
compared with the existing protocols namely PA-
AOMDV [13] and CSOAODV [14]. The packets 
delay has been reduced upto 11.5% when compared 
with PA-AOMDV and 10.6 % when compared with 
CSOAODV. The performance analysis in terms of 
packets delay with varying 128kbps, 256 kbps and 
512 kbps are presented in Fig.14, Fig.15 and Fig. 
16 respectively. Hence it is inferred that the 
proposed EMAC-DAMR reduces the packets delay. 
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 Fig. 6. Throughput with Data Rate of 256 kbps 

 Fig. 7. Throughput with Data Rate of 512 kbps 

 

Fig. 8. Packet Drop with Data Rate of 128 kbps 

 

Fig. 9. Packet Drop with Data Rate of 256 kbps 

 

Fig. 10. Packet Drop with Data Rate of 512 kbps 

 

Fig. 11.Packet Overhead with Data Rate of 128 kbps  

Fig. 12. Packet Overhead with Data Rate of 256 kbps 

Fig. 13. Packet Overheadwith Data Rate of 512 kbps 
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Fig. 14.Packet Delay with Data Rate of 128 kbps 

Fig. 15. Packet Delay with Data Rate of 256 kbp  

16. Packet Delay with Data Rate of 512 kbps 

 

      

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

6. CONCLUSION 

This research work aims to propose an Enhanced 
(Medium Access Control) MAC with Delay Aware 
Multipath Routing (EMAC – DAMR) Mechanism 
for Quality of Service in MANETs has been 
proposed. Certain enhancements are made with the 
conventional MAC in terms of remaining time, 
packet transmission delay and usage of Erlang 
factor. Simulations are conducted using NS3, and 
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the performance metrics such as throughput, packet 
delivery ratio, delay, overhead and packets drop are 
taken into account for analysing the performance of 
the EMAC-DAMR. EMAC-DAMR has been 
compared with existing routing solutions and the 
results significantly prove that EMAC-DAMR 
attains better throughput and packet delivery ratio. 
Also, EMAC-DAMR reduces the packet delay, 
number of packets drop and overhead packets. 
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